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 Approxima’s solution 

In collaboration with our offshore partners, we can offer 
a model where your data loads are monitored during the 
night / outside of office hours. Most often, action can be 
taken immediately, and the loads complete without any 
noticeable delay. 

Additionally, you will receive an overview of any load 
challenge, so your team is prepared to communicate with 
the business users upfront. 

Together we will review a list of prioritized suggestions 
for optimizations, in the design of the flow or in the 
scheduling, so that the same or frequent errors receive a 
permanent fix. 

Depending on your set-up, we will also interact with the 
integration team or the team responsible for the data in 
the source system, if this is the origin of the load error.  

Contact: Fabrice Cavoto – BI & Analytics Services / BI-Analytics@approxima.com  (+45) 3117 1754 

Do your data loads delays or errors prevent your timely 
reporting? 

Most likely your data loads are running outside of office 
hours, and you may discover load errors or delay at the 
same time as your business users.  

When the errors are discovered, it may take some time 
before the data is ready for reporting, in turn causing 
delays in business processes and replanning in the end 
users’ activities. 

Overall, unreadiness of data is perceived as the number 
one challenge of reporting solutions, either directly or 
indirectly (if detected as data errors). 

Depending on your team set-up, it may be difficult to 
prevent these delays and request team members to 
work odd hours. 

 

Your Benefit and Business Value 

Most errors are resolved during the night and your business users won’t notice that there might have been a problem. In 
case the error could not be resolved, you will know beforehand, and you will be able to communicate upfront with your 
business users. 

 

You should expect: 

Fewer days impacted by nightly load errors 
Plan for correction of recurring errors 

Increased reliability of report data and improved user satisfaction and adoption 


